Safety Incidents – Guide to OSHA 301, 300/300A Report Management
This guide is designed to help aid administrators in taking submitted incidents which are OSHA
recordable and using the Safety Reports Incident System administrative tools to create the OSHA
301 First Report form based on the incident; and to add the recordable incidents to applicable OSHA
300 Logs to fulfil posting requirements.

Begin the Incident documentation on either
the mobile app or the web-based version of
the Safety Incident software.
Note: A new Incident cannot be created from the
Admin Site

Once the applicable information is added
from the field using the mobile app or webapp, the Incident can then be edited or
submitted via the admin site.
Note: minimum information required for an incident
varies by type, but typically includes a name and
some details in each part of the incident form.

Log-in to your Safety Reports Admin profile
from the webpage

Select ‘Incidents’ along the grey bar at the
top of the screen

At the far left, choose OSHA 301; and on the
screen which follows choose ‘Add New
OSHA 301’

Select the Incident from the ‘Reported
Incidents’ dropdown menu and add additional
information regarding the Incident if it was
unavailable to the author or is related to HR
information, they do not have access to.
Note: This may include details regarding off-site
medical treatment, the employee’s hire date and age
etc.

Scroll to the bottom of the page and choose
‘Update’ to save any changes

This will prompt a message shown below,
and the system will then allow the incident to
be added to the applicable 300 log for that
reporting entity.
Once you choose ‘OK’, it will prompt you to
select a 300 Log.
Note: if this drop-down menu is not present or blank,
you must setup a reporting Entity, there is a separate
guide for management of entities, including how to get
NAICS data presented on the dashboard. Contact
Safety Reports Support for more information on this
guide and process.

Choose ‘Generate OSHA 301’ on that screen
to get a copy of the completed OSHA first
report form, in the universal D.O.L format as
an excel file.
Note: this can be password protected if needed.

Choose ‘Close’ to complete the incident.
**Common question** If complete, but the ‘Status’ on the ‘OSHA 301’ screen shows the incident
as ‘New/Pending, simply choose the ‘Edit’ button on the row of that incident, then generate the
301 form(s) again, and choose ‘Close’ instead of ‘Update.’ This will cause the Status column to
show this incident as ‘Complete.’

To view your OSHA 300 log, choose the
‘View’ icon on the row of the one in question.

As with OSHA 301, there is a grey button to
generate a new OSHA 300/300a. Use this to
create a similar spreadsheet output in the
D.O.L format.
On the output file, summaries in the columns
for Days away from work, Injuries respiratory
conditions etc. are automatically performed
by the Safety Reports system. If inconsistent
based on your records, check both the
submitted incident and OSHA 301 as these
are the basis the system uses for calculation.
Both form 300 and 300a are on the same file,
each with its own sheet.
Disclaimer: Authors using the app or web-based incident reporting tool choosing both the ‘front’ and ‘rear’ of a body
part on the diagram results in 2 injuries being reported on the web admin site. Large scale injuries such as
circumferential burns, through-and-through penetrating trauma, long lacerations etc. may be called only one ‘injury’
by your own internal policy; but if marked on multiple parts of the body the system will consider them more than one.

For more information, contact:
Safety Reports at support@safety-reports.com or (402) 403-6575 option ‘2’

